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If only for a second
Photo Book for Mimi Foundation 

“You know what I miss the most ? being carefree.”

Here is the sentence that inspired the «if only for a second» project. 
June 17th, 2013, at the initiative of the Mimi foundation 

and in collaboration with leo Burnett france , 
20 cancer patients participated in a unique makeover experience. 

They were invited to a studio where they got a makeover-their hair and makeup,  
But without being able to see themselves while they were being made up. 

a photograph then immortalized the moment
when they opened their eyes to discover their new look. 

This discovery allowed them to forget their disease, if only for a second.

The project was conducted in two stages. 
The first took place in Brussels in June, where the Mimi foundation 

and leo Burnett reunited the photographer Vincent dixon 
and the director coban Beutelstetter. 

one had the mission to immediately capture the second when these people 
saw themselves right after the transformation, 

the other to film every moment of their experience.

The second stage of the project was to organize a photo exhibition 
for the families of the patients on november 7th, 2013. 

The idea was to reveal for the first time, all the photographs taken by Vincent dixon. 
Within a second, smiling faces were seen all over the room. 

at that very moment, cancer did not exist for the family members either.

for this project, there is a 3 minutes 43 seconds spot , launched today
on youTube channel: youtu.be/pMWU8deKwXw

and on website : www.mimi-foundation.org
a photo book entitled «if only for a second» can also be ordered:

 seconde@mimi-foundation.org
This book contains 20 photographs of the project participants. 

every photo is accompanied by a description: 
the name of the person and the date and time the photo was taken. 

and most importantly; the very second in which everyone forgot about their disease. 
Going through this book, the reader is carried away by laughter,

giggles and carefree faces. 
readers will even be surprised to have on their own faces ... a smile.

 
This is the heart of the idea of the project «If only for a second», to spread smiles.

http://youtu.be/pMWU8dEKwXw
http://www.mimi-foundation.org/en/index.html
mailto:seconde%40mimi-foundation.org?subject=


Photos from the project
“if only for a second” 



facT sHeeT

advertiser : Mimi fondation
President and founder  : Myriam Ullens de schooten 
Managing director : Marianne Wagner

advertising agency : leo Burnett france
executive creative director : Xavier Beauregard
President : Jean-Paul Brunier
art director : stéphanie Thomasson
copywriter : stéphane Gaubert
account Manager : elise Ziri Bret, cécile Balut, Valerio Pasqualini

art buyer : claire sougy
Photographer : Vincent dixon
Hair designer : Gregory Kaoua, christophe Martinez
Make up artist : Philippe Meysmans, laura noben , Marie-claire Vervaene 
stylist : chantal Bourbigot
retouches : Kilato

Production : Prodigious, Pierre Marcus 
film director : coban Beutelstetter
Tv Producer : elisabeth Boitte,  antoine Grujard
Post Producer : franck-Hervé Marc, antoine daubert, sophie leger
sound Producer : Prodigious, laurent favard

conTacTs

contact Mimi foundation
Marianne Wagner : seconde@mimi-foundation.org

contacts leo Burnett france
cécile le Pan de ligny - alexandre debackere: presse@leoburnett.fr

mailto:seconde%40mimi-foundation.org?subject=
mailto:presse%40leoburnett.fr?subject=Ne%20serait%20ce%20qu%27une%20seconde


aBoUT THe MIMI foUndaTIon

a word from the President

«learning that one is struck by cancer is terrifying. suddenly, life changes .

an operation is always difficult and painful , the following treatments often long 

and hard. The impact of the disease is different for everyone but still has significant 

consequences on the patient’s life and that of her environment.

I’ve had difficult times. But I was lucky enough to be surrounded by all those who 

meant something to me. a nice wig and a caring beautician made me feel like

I was still a full-fledged woman despite the obvious effects of the disease.

The support of a psychologist helped me to stay strong throughout my fight.

The attention from nurses and doctors, brightly decorated oncology centers have made 

the chemotherapy sessions less stressful. The testimonies of people in recovery showed 

me that I could win the fight and look at the future more positively.

from that experience I adopted the belief that cancer must be attacked on all fronts, 

not just medically . and the desire to offer to all those who face this disease,

the possibility to be supported , helped and comforted .

for everyone to live through the cance ‘‘better’’, to take on the challenge

with greater confidence. 

Myriam Ullens de schooten 
President and founder of the Mimi foundation

discover the actions of the foundation at  www.mimi-foundation.org

http://www.mimi-foundation.org


aBoUT leo BUrneTT france

www.leoburnett.fr

leo Brunett belongs to one of the biggest agency network in the world which is owned 
itself by Publicis Groupe, the 3rd group of communication in the world. leo Burnett 
places people and their behaviour in the heart of its strategic reflexion and of its
creative ideas. 
That is the Humankind philosophy. Because people judge the brands on its acts,
leo Burnett arouses and promotes acts which transform the project of a brand
in a tangible reality. acts which allow to live an experience and which transform
the human behaviour. 
leo Burnett : creativity has the power to change the human behaviour. 
since 2012, Mediagong joined leo Burnett to strengthen the digital pole of the agency. 
from now on, 40 people conceive digital plans as well as interactive campaigns. 
Its main customers are Kellogg’s, Procter & Gamble, Prisma Media, fiat, charal, costa 
croisières, Jeep, lindt, Tf1, lcI,  le Gaulois, le Trèfle, Goodyear, Iveco, MediaTransports, 
Pfizer, cnP assurances…

This project has only been made possible thanks to the joint efforts of several partners. 

Vincent dixon ( Photographer ) / Gregory Kaoua et christophe Martinez ( Hair styling )
 
coban Beutelstetter ( director ) / nathalie Belun ( director )
chantal Bourbigot ( stylist) / Bénédicte cazeau-Beyret (Hair styling assistant)
florence camprasse ( Photographer’s agent ) / laurent Havaux ( decorator )
Julien Hayard ( Photo assistant ) / Ingrid Martraix (Hair styling agent) 
Philippe Meysmans ( Makeup ) / Hugo Michaux ( Photo assistant )
laurence Morel ( sound engineer ) / laura noben ( Makeup ) / emile Tonnelier ( set assistant) 
Philippe Vandendriessche ( sound engineer ) / Marie-claire Vervaene ( Makeup, film ) 
nicolas Vermout ( studio manager 202 ) 
Jean-Jacques cabuy, sylvain carellas 
daniel Hafid ceo and chairman, follea international (china - Germany - Usa ) 
Marie-charlotte pour m.t.l. perruque, paris.

ask our agents/ Back-up / comme 1 concept / Giorgio armani cosmetics
Hotel made in louise / Jeep / studio retouches kilato/ leo Burnett france
Mais où et donc production / Prodigious / laurent sequaris (sequencis)
studio 202 / Thalys/ agence de hair and make up artist /Touch by dominique

http://www.leoburnett.fr

